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Maria Stuart, described as Schiller’s most perfect play, is a fi nely balanced, inven� ve account 
of the last day of the cap� ve Queen of Scotland, caught up in a great contest for the throne of 
England a� er the death of Henry VIII and over the ques� on of England’s religious confession.  
Hope for and doubt about Mary’s deliverance grow in the fi rst two acts, given to the Sco�  sh 
and the English queen respec� vely, reach crisis at the center of the play, where the two queens 
meet in a famous scene in a castle park, and die away in acts four and fi ve, as the ac� on 
advances to its inevitable end.  The play is at once classical tragedy of great fi neness, costume 
drama of the highest order—a spectacle on the stage—and one of the great moments in the 
long tradi� on of classical rhetoric, as Elizabeth’s ministers argue for and against execu� on of 
a royal prisoner.

Flora Kimmich’s new transla� on carefully preserves the spirit of the original:  the pathos 
and passion of Mary in cap� vity, the high seriousness of Elizabeth’s ministers in council, and 
the robust comedy of that queen’s un� dy private life.  Notes to the text iden� fy the many 
historical fi gures who appear in the text, describe the poli� cal se�  ng of the ac� on, and draw 
a� en� on to the structure of the play.

Roger Paulin’s introduc� on discusses the many threads of the confl ict in Maria Stuart and 
enriches our understanding of this much-loved, much-produced play. 

Maria Stuart is the last of a series of fi ve new transla� ons of Schiller’s major plays, 
accompanied by notes to the text and an authorita� ve introduc� on, and made freely 
available  to read and download  for free on the publisher’s website. Printed and 
digital edi� ons, together with supplementary digital material, can also be found at
 www.openbookpublishers.com

Cover image:  Mary, Queen of Scots a� er Nicholas Hilliard (1578), oil on panel, public domain. Wikimedia, 
h� ps://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mary,_Queen_of_Scots_a� er_Nicholas_Hilliard.jpg. 
Cover design: Anna Ga�  .
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Translator’s Note

Maria Stuart is the fifth and final volume of a series of translations of 
Friedrich Schiller’s major plays made freely available by Open Book 
Publishers. This translation, like the others, is intended for students 
at college level and for the general reader. It is accompanied by an 
introduction that gives context, by a ‘Short Life of Mary Stuart’, and by 
Notes that make an old text less obscure.

Schiller’s Maria Stuart is loved and esteemed for its finely balanced 
dramatic economy, for its descending action, for the pathos of its plot, 
and for its spectacle of two famous queens in contest for a great throne 
at a celebrated moment in British history. The play is precious, too, for its 
presentation of a question argued and reargued by competing factions 
in sallies of high rhetoric sustained over five acts: a brilliant moment in 
a rhetorical tradition that reaches back to the Ancients.

A great surprise, therefore, to sit down to translate this text and 
find that it reads in long passages more like work in progress than like 
copy ready for print. The task presented to the startled translator is to 
condense great billows of words without notable loss and lodge them in 
five-beat lines roomy enough to preserve their sense and regular enough 
to be read as iambic.

Roger Paulin has contributed to this effort by restraining my 
extravagances, by supplying words and whole lines that I preferred 
to my own, and by his very presence, which kept me working and 
reworking at a task that knows no end. He has been present in the 
translation project throughout and the series bears his mark.

The endnotes and the “Short Life of Mary Stuart” rely on the 
commentary by Matthias Luserke-Jaqui, editor of the edition Deutsche 
Klassiker (Frankfurt, 1996), the text on which the translation is based. The 
Notes and the “Short Life” also draw upon an exceptionally complete 
and beautifully illustrated article, “Mary, Queen of Scots,” posted on 
Wikipedia.
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viii Maria Stuart

Alessandra Tosi presided over it all—both this volume and the 
five-volume series—with patience, persistence, resourcefulness, and 
forbearance. The editors at Open Book Publishers have lent their 
considerable talents to the production of five handsome volumes. 
Andrey Gerasenkov, beyond the call of duty, twice gave half a morning 
to teaching a device intended for legal briefs to count measured verse 
instead. And Christoph Kimmich has provided everything I required.


